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Welcome
to iPad User Magazine, helping
you to do more with your iPad

While it may still feel a little ‘touristy’ to use our
iPads for photography, the camera on the 9.7-inch

iPad Pro is certainly capable of taking some excellent
shots. But whether you use your iPad, iPhone or a
camera for photography, the large screen of the iPad is
perfect for then editing or playing around with images.

In this issue we look at all the features available in
Apple’s built-in Camera app; it’s been advanced with every
new iOS update, so it’s now a really capable shooter.

And then comes the playing and the polishing… Try a
third-party app to add some fun little stickers and text to
your images – to offer a bit of added character or simply
a little explanation to a photograph.

If you want to give your images a bigger boost,
and make your results as professional as possible, be sure
to check out our in-depth article revealing easy pro-level
techniques you can do within the Photos app, thanks to
extensions from third-party apps. 

There’s plenty more, and, of course, we’ve got reviews
of the latest iPad-friendly accessories. Enjoy!

@iPadUserMag

MATT BOLTON Editor
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The options
are split into

five sections:
Vision,

Interaction,
Hearing, Media

and Learning

1Larger Text
The first Accessibility feature that

most users want to investigate is
Larger Text. Tap Settings > General >
Accessibility > Larger Text. Now set
Larger Accessibility Sizes to On and
drag the slider below to the right.

2Buttons and Labels
The next feature worth investigating

is Button Shapes and On/Off Labels.
Return to Accessibility and set both to
On. Buttons now have an “0” or “1” to
indicate on and off, while navigation
buttons are outlined and easier to spot.

3Bold and Contrast
The Increase Contrast options are

used to add more clarity. Here you’ll find 
Reduce Transparency, Darken Colours
and Reduce White Point. Also set Bold
Text to On. It’s one of the few options
that require you to restart your iPad.

iOS Accessibility settings
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Make the iPad easier to use
Use Accessibility settings to tweak text size, colour options, and more!

IT WILL TAKE
 30 minutes

YOU WILL LEARN
 How to access

Accessibility settings
to change options such

as text size and
interface visibility

YOU’LL NEED
 iPad

Accessibility is one of the 
greatest features in iOS. Apple 
spends a lot of time and effort 
making sure that everybody 

can use its devices.
An iPad or iPhone device has a huge 

range of features designed to make it usable 
for people with various disabilities. From 
blindness and deafness, through to various 
motor control and muscular disorders.

Some of these features can be life-
changing for those with disabilities, but they 
are incredibly useful for everybody. The 
Reduce Motion mode can increase battery life, 
and help older devices run more smoothly.  
Guided Access is often used by stores and 
exhibition rooms to lock down iPad devices. 
And anyone might prefer to make the text on 
their iPad larger, or to make tappable buttons 
more clear on-screen.  

Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO,  told Auburn 
University students: “We design our products, 
so they surprise and delight everyone who 
uses them. And we never, never, ever analyze 
the return on investment. We do it because 
it is just and right.”

“People with disabilities often find 
themselves in a struggle to have their 

human dignity acknowledged,” says Tim. 
“They’re frequently left in the shadows of 
technological advancements that are a source 
of empowerment and entertainment for 
others. Apple’s engineers push back 
against this unacceptable reality.”

Five key sections
The Accessibility options in iOS are found 
under the General section in Settings. Here 
you will find various options split into five 
key sections: Vision, Interaction, Hearing, 
Media and Learning.

Vision options such as VoiceOver, Zoom, 
and Invert Colours can assist those with low 
vision to see items on the screen more clearly. 
The Reduce Motion helps users who struggle 
with motion sickness.

Options such as Assistive Touch and 
Switch Control help people who struggle 
with the Multi-Touch gestures.

Meanwhile, Guided Access mode assists 
autistic children and people with various 
learning difficulties. It is used to restrict an 
iOS device temporarily, preventing the user 
from switching apps or backing out to the 
Home screen.
Lucy Hattersley

 HOW TO Make text easier to read 



1Zoom
If you’ve enhanced all the size and

contrast of text, but still find it hard to
read the screen the set Zoom to On.
A large square loupe appears over the 
display. You can move the loupe using 
the small oval button at the bottom.

2Invert Colours
Consider setting Invert Colours to 

On. The screen changes to black with 
white text and the blue highlight on 
“General” is now orange. This can be nice 
to use at night, and can be set to trigger 
with a triple-press of the Home button.

3VoiceOver
Users with low vision may appreciate 

VoiceOver, an option that reads out 
what’s displayed on the screen. Set 
VoiceOver to On and quickly tap OK 
twice. Tap VoiceOver Practice to learn 
how it works.

1Assistive Touch
Some users have difficulty interacting 

with the Multi-Touch display. Set Assistive 
Touch to on and a virtual Home Button 
appears, tap it and a small square 
appears with options for Home, Siri, 
Control Centre and more. 

2Touch Accommodations
When Touch Accommodations is On, 

use Hold Duration to adjust how long a 
button has to be held to be active. Ignore 
Repeat ignores duplicate touches, and 
Tap Assistance enables you to tap twice 
with one finger in place of two fingers.

3Guided Access
Guided Access is used to lock down 

an iPad – great if kids want to play on 
your device! Set Guided Access to On. 
Switch to any app, or game, and triple-
click the Home button; it will remain 
locked until you triple-click it again.

Accessibility shortcuts

You don’t always want accessibility features to be active. A shared iPad may 
want accessibility features turned on, and off, as required. In Accessibility 
Shortcuts you will discover options to add to the shortcuts window. This is 
activated by triple-clicking the Home button. Tap the options you want to
turn them on or off. You can also use Siri to change some settings. Say 
“Hey Siri turn on invert colours” to see it in action. Siri doesn’t work with 
all settings, but it’s very useful for those that do work.

How to quickly switch accessibility features on or off 

 | 5

Accessibility Settings iOS

 HOW TO Enhance the display

 HOW TO Make touch easier



iCloud Drive’s
integration
with Finder

and its iOS 9
app offer easy
online storage
management

iOS Manage your iCloud Drive
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Manage your iCloud Drive
Work with files on OS X and iOS, and even recover what you’ve deleted

IT WILL TAKE
15 minutes

YOU WILL LEARN
How to restore files

you’ve deleted
from iCloud Drive

YOU’LL NEED
 An iCloud account, 

an iOS device 
running iOS 9

Apple’s relationship with online 
storage and syncing tools 
hasn’t always been a good one. 
From iTools through to MobileMe 

it made one misstep after another. Even when 
it first introduced iCloud, there was no easy 
way to use the service as cloud storage. 

That changed with the introduction of 
iCloud Drive. It’s integrated into OS X’s Finder, 
making it simple to add files to and retrieve 
them from your online storage. The iCloud 
Drive app added in iOS 9 allows for file 
management on your iPhone or iPad.

Moving files to iCloud Drive on your Mac 
is easy: drag and drop them onto its row in 
Finder’s sidebar, or click that row and then 
drag and drop items onto a folder within.

The iCloud Drive app for iOS provides 
several ways to get things done. It gives two 
ways to view files and folders: as large icons or 
in a list. To switch between them, go to the top 
level of your iCloud Drive, then tap the bulleted 
list icon (top right corner). There are three 
ways to sort files and folders: by date, name or 

tags. To use tags, you’ll need to create and 
attach them in OS X, as there’s no way to do 
so in iOS. In OS X, click iCloud Drive in Finder’s 
sidebar, right-click the file, then choose Tags 
in the contextual menu. The easiest way to 
create tags is in Finder > Preferences > Tags.

Move mountains of files
Back in the iOS app, the list view enables you 
to move a file by tapping the ‘i’ to the right of 
its name, then the toolbar’s folder icon, and 
choosing a folder. You can move multiple files 
at the same time by tapping Select at the top 
of the screen, then the items to move, and 
finally Move at the bottom of the screen. 
A third option for moving files is to swipe left 
over a file’s row in list view and tap More, then 
‘Move to Folder’. In icon view, hold a finger 
on a file, choose More when the options bar 
appears, then tap Move to Folder. The Select 
and swipe methods also let you delete files. If 
you delete files from iCloud Drive, you can 
recover them up to 30 days after deletion. See 
how to on the opposite page. Kenny Hemphill

1

2

3

4

1

Search Drive
 Tap the search 

bar and then 
type to look for 

files and folders 
in iCloud Drive. 
Matching items 

appear below

3

App folders
 Folders with 

icons are used 
by respective 
iOS apps to store 
docs. Mac apps 
are able to save 
outside of these.

2

Sort the view
 Swipe down 
past the first 

items listed to 
reveal sorting 

options. Tap one 
to sort the view 

on that attribute.

4

Manage items
 Tap Select to 

add checkboxes 
that enable 
you to select 
multiple items 
and then move 
or delete them.

EXPLAINED… iCloud Drive on your iPad 



Manage your iCloud Drive iOS
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1Log in to iCloud on the web
To recover files you’ve deleted from iCloud

Drive, sign in at iCloud.com. Next, if two-
factor authentication or two-step verification
is enabled on your account, pick a device to
receive a verification code.

2Complete authentication
After you’ve picked a device, wait for the 

verification code to arrive on it, then type it 
into the box on the iCloud.com sign-in form. 
Once you’re successfully signed in, click the 
Settings icon on the site’s Home screen. 

3View deleted files
Scroll down to the bottom of the page. 

Under the Advanced heading, you’ll see four 
options, allowing you to restore different 
types of data. Select Restore Files to see a 
list of files deleted within the last 30 days.

4Sort and search for files
By default, files are sorted by date 

deleted, with the most recently deleted at 
the top of the list. To sort them by name or 
size, click the ‘Sort by’ option at the top right 
corner of the file list and pick an order.

5Choose a file to restore
Once you’ve sorted the files the way you 

want, find items you want to restore in the 
list. Select the checkbox to the left of each’s 
name. Alternatively, choose the Select All 
box at the bottom of the list. Select Done.

6Sign out and wait
Click your name at the top right corner 

of the page, then Sign Out. Next, go to the 
iCloud Drive app on your iOS device, or its 
folder in Finder on a Mac. Your restored 
file(s) should soon reappear there.

Genius Tip!
 OS X Server 5 caches 

personal iCloud data by 
default, including your  
iCloud Drive, so data 
only has to travel over 
the internet once to 
reach multiple devices 
on your network.

Jargon Buster
 A cache is a local copy 

of data that’s stored and 
maintained on a remote 
server. In El Capitan, 
your iCloud Drive files 
are cached in Mobile 
Documents within your 
account’s Library folder. 
Don’t exclude that from 
your local backups.

 HOW TO Recover deleted files 



The best
slideshows
tend to mix
and match
one or two

effect types

APPLE APPS Keynote animations
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Using transitions in Keynote
Add animations to your presentation to add some dramatic effects

IT WILL TAKE
15 minutes

YOU WILL LEARN
 How to use Keynote’s

Magic Move tool and
other effects

YOU’LL NEED
 iPad, Keynote 

Keynote is a great presentation 
tool, but you’re missing a trick 
if you use it solely to present 
text and graphics through a 

series of static slides. Instead, make use 
of Keynote’s transitions and build effects 
to inject animation into your slideshow and 
grab your audience’s attention.

There are two ways to build movement 
into your presentation. The first involves 
animating individual objects – text, tables, 
charts, shapes or photos – using a series of 
build effects. There are over 30 to choose 
from, both simple (such as Appear and Blur) 
and complex (Flash Bulbs and Shimmer). 
These are split into two types: build-in effects 
bring objects into your presentation, while 
build-out effects take them away again. These 
build effects are executed in a sequence, so by 
carefully ordering them (you can easily rejig 
the order at any time) you can generate some 
sophisticated animated effects.

The second method uses transition effects 
to make the move between slides less jarring. 

They work in a similar way to animations, 
and there are over 40 to choose from. They 
include Magic Move, a special transition 
that’s designed to allow you to move 
objects around the slide in addition to 
applying regular build effects – all with 
the absolute minimum of effort.

Design tips
It’s tempting to dive in and overwhelm 
your audience with a wide number of 
different effects, but we’d recommend you 
restrain yourself! The best slideshows tend 
to mix and match one or two effect types 
to give your presentation a consistent 
narrative and structure. 

It’s also worth limiting the total number 
of animations on each slide – instead of 
introducing an effect for every single 
object, pare back your animations to 
produce a lean, understated (but still 
attention-holding) presentation. Read 
on to discover how to do just that.
Nick Peers

1

2

3

4

1

Select slide
 First select the 

slide you wish to 
add a transition 

effect to, then 
tap the + next 

to ‘None’.

3

Preview
 Tap the Play 

button (top of 
the Transitions 
window) to  
see how the 
transition 
will look.

2

Pick effect
 A list of 

available 
transitions will 
appear under 

the Effects tab 
– tap one to 

select it.

4

Tweak options
 Select the 

Options tab, 
where you can 
fine-tune the 
transition’s 
behaviour 
further.

EXPLAINED… Add transition effects 
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1Choose first object
First, tap the object that you’d like

to bring on to the slide first, selecting
‘Animate’ from the pop-up menu. Tap
+ next to ‘None, build in’, then select
your first effect, tapping Play to see
how it looks.

2Tweak effect
Switch to the Options tab to tweak

settings relevant to the effect you’ve
chosen – you can change the length of
the effect, choose a direction and set
how the animation starts: by tap or
after the previous effect.

3Text-based animations
Continue adding effects to each 

object you wish to animate – if you 
animate certain objects, like bulleted
lists, use the Delivery tab to decide
how the text is brought on-screen – 
all at once or in stages.

4Build-out effects
If you want to remove an object from

the slide, tap it and choose Animate as
before, but this time tap + next to ‘None,
build out’. Choose your effect type and
options in the same way as you set up
the build-in effect.

5Rejig running order
Animations are ordered according

to when they’re created – first come,
first served. However, switch to the
Order tab and you can change them
around by tapping and dragging
elements into a new order.

6Magic Move animations
If you’d like to animate an object so

it moves from one position to another 
across the screen, you’ll need to make 
use of a special kind of transition called 
Magic Move. Tap the slide and choose 
Transition > Magic Move > Yes.

7Move objects
A duplicate of the slide will be

created. Move your object or objects
to their final spot on the second slide 
(you can also add build-in and build-out 
effects for them at the same time). Tap 
Play to preview.

8Add new objects
You can also remove existing objects

using a build-out effect, and introduce
new ones in their place too. Just add
the new object to the slide, position it 
accordingly and then set up a built-in 
effect to bring it in. 

9Multiple moves
Want to move the objects again? 

Select your second slide and repeat
steps 6 and 7 – another duplicate will
be created, ready for you to move and 
animate the objects as you wish. This 
lets you create complex effects.

 HOW TO Animate your slides
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The Camera app
Get to know all the features of the built-in Camera app

1 Switch cameras  Your iPad has a 5 or 
8MP (or 12MP with the 9.7-in iPad Pro) iSight 
camera on the back, and a 1.2MP (or 5MP with 
the 9.7-in iPad Pro) FaceTime one on the front. 
To switch, tap this icon. Features such as the 
Panorama mode can be used only with the rear
camera. Both cameras feature face detection. 

2 Timer  You can delay a shot by 3 or 10secs,
so you can position yourself in the frame.

3 HDR mode  To activate High Dynamic 
Range (HDR), tap here. When it’s off, the text
is white; when it’s active, it’s yellow. When you 
take an HDR shot, the camera needs extra time
to process the image, so make sure you turn it 
off for when you need to take quick shots.

4 The viewfinder  Tap anywhere on the 
screen to set a point for focus and exposure,
or if you’re taking a photo of people, let face 
detection and autofocus do this – identifiable 
faces will be highlighted with a yellow box. You 
can zoom by spreading two fingers apart on 
the screen, but this is only a digital zoom, not 
optical (ie, it enlarges an area of the frame,
so it will reduce the quality of your photo).

5 Exposure controls Once the focus is
set, drag your finger up or down the screen to 
adjust the exposure level, making it brighter or 
darker. This can be a little fiddly to get right 
make sure you swipe pretty much immediately 
after placing your finger on the screen, so that 
you don’t accidentally refocus instead.

6 The shutter button  Tap this to take a 
photo! If you’re in video or Time Lapse mode, 
this appears red. Hold your finger on the 
shutter button to activate burst mode, which 
will keep taking photos at a rate of 10 per 
second as long as you hold it down. 

7 Shooting mode  Swipe up or down the 
list of camera modes to switch between them. 
Photo mode is normal shooting; Square takes 
square photos; Panorama enables you to take 
super-wide photos; Video mode is normal video 
recording; Slo-Mo mode takes video at very 
high speed; and Time Lapse takes a series of 
photos over time and turns them into a video.

8 Photo library  Tap here to be taken 
instantly to your Camera Roll, where you can 
review your photos, make some advanced
edits, sort and delete shots, and even share 
them to some social networks. If you’ve been 
shooting using burst mode, this is where you
can select which was the best shot from the 
many that were taken, and delete the rest.

9 Flash  Tap this icon to bring up the options 
for the flash on an iPhone (or on the 9.7-in iPad 
Pro). Auto mode detects whether it’s dark 
enough for flash; you can force the flash on, so 
that it fires every time; or you can turn it off. 
The flash on the iPhone 6, 6 Plus and 9.7-in 
iPad Pro will automatically adjust itself to 
match the colour temperature of the room; 
other devices have just a single-colour flash.

10 Filters  On an iPhone, tap this icon to apply 
a filter live in the viewfinder. (On an iPad, you 
can retrospectively add them in the Photos 
app.) This shows you a grid of filter thumbnails, 
with a live view from the camera in each. Tap
an effect you like to see it in the viewfinder. 

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

8

5
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Even the free
version of

Over gives a
great deal of

control for
adding and
editing text

APP STORE APPS Add text to photos
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Add text to photos with Over
Use this free app to spruce up pictures with text, stickers and more

IT WILL TAKE
30 minutes

YOU WILL LEARN
How to add styled

text to a photograph,
and also make use

of Over’s more
advanced features

YOU’LL NEED
 iPad running iOS 8 or 

later, Over 3.3.3 or 
later, Over ‘pro toolkit’ 

for steps 8 & 9 

You’ve likely heard many times 
the idiom ‘a picture is worth a 
thousand words’. And it’s very 
much true that you can convey 

a significant amount of emotion and 
storytelling within a single still frame. 

But that doesn’t mean we should discard 
text entirely. Often, some carefully considered 
text can transform a photograph into a 
greeting, message, poster or meme that has 
far more impact than the image alone.

There are, unsurprisingly, many apps for 
iPad that enable you to add text to images, 
but Over is a firm favourite. This is because 
even the free version of the app affords you 
a great deal of control, providing a usable 
interface for adding, editing and adjusting 
words and phrases. Over is also extensible. 

A ‘pro’ toolkit adds all kinds of handy 
features to the app, including image filters, 
cropping, drop shadows, blend brushes, and 
Google Image search. And although Over 
bundles a range of fonts and a small selection 
of stickers, many more can be purchased as 
you go along.

Basics and beyond
In the walkthrough, we take you through the 
basics of using Over, adding some styled text 
to a single still image, and then at the end 
utilising a few of the ‘pro’ tools to further 
enhance our work. However, at the top of 
this page, you’ll see a screen grab of another 
creation — a simple birthday card still. This 
showcases the use of stickers, which aren’t 
mentioned in the walkthrough. Stickers are 
set pieces of artwork that can be overlaid on 
any image, much like text. They can be resized, 

rotated, recoloured, and have drop shadows 
applied to them. In our example above, we’ve 
placed a sticker with a blurred drop shadow 
over an imported photo, which was itself 
heavily blurred, and then cropped, saturated, 
and knocked back a little by dropping its 
exposure level.

The two very different end results (the 
other being the walkthrough) highlight how 
powerful Over is, and how it rewards those 
who are happy to be imaginative and try 
new things. Fortunately, you are at no point 
punished for experimenting. The editing 
screen has an undo/redo feature, and Over 
also offers a projects system. Exit an edit at 
any point and you’ll see your work saved as 
a project at the top of Over’s entry screen. 
Tapping a project opens it for editing, but 
you can also tap the ‘…’ menu for additional 
options. You can name (or rename) an existing 
project, delete it, or — importantly — duplicate 
it. This means if you’re fairly happy with 
something you’re working on, but wonder 
if it would be possible to take it further, you 
can return to the entry screen and duplicate 
the project; you can then rethink the copy, 
knowing that your original version remains 
safe at the point you left it.

Prior to starting work on the walkthrough, 
we’ll assume you’ve installed the app and 
given it permission to access your photos. 
Also, our steps are mostly intended for your 
iPad to be used in landscape; however, Over 
also works in portrait and is sometimes 
better that way. We note when this is the 
case in the relevant step.
Craig Grannell

Genius Tip!
 If you find yourself 

with a very complex 
project comprising 

many images and pieces 
of text, adjust the item 

stack order using the 
layers button.



1Get started
In Over’s entry screen, tap a photo.

(We’ve gone for a rather fetching cow.)
This becomes your artwork’s
background. It can be replaced by
tapping the + button and choosing
something else from Background.

2Add text
If default text appears, double-

tap it; if not, use + and tap Text. The 
keyboard will appear, so you can type 
some words. Tap Done and then resize 
and move your text using standard iOS 
pinch and drag gestures.

3Pick a font
Switch your iPad to portrait — it 

makes viewing fonts easier. Tap Font. 
Drag the fonts left and right to select 
one. If variants exist (such as with Nexa, 
which has bold and italics), access them 
with vertical drags.

4Choose a colour
Tap the Color icon to start changing

your text’s colour. Drag the colour panel
to select a hue and drag the circular
handle to adjust the saturation, or tap
the circle with a dot button to pick a
colour from your photo.

5Fine-tune spacing
Tap the Spacing button and use the

– and + buttons to adjust how close
together letters in your text are. Reset
reverts to defaults. Use Nudge to zoom
in and shift your text pixel by pixel using
the arrow buttons.

6Add more text
Over is quite happy with you adding 

multiple text objects to a project, and so 
experiment with doing so when relevant. 
Note: if you want multi-line text, you
must manually add carriage returns 
when typing it out.

7Share your work
Use the standard Share button to

bring up the iOS Share sheet, for sending
work elsewhere. Alternatively, exit the
edit screen using the < button, which
returns to the entry screen. Your work
is saved as a project.

8Go pro
If you’ve bought the pro In-App

Purchase, tap on the background and
select Edit. Use a filter to add impact
to your photo, and Adjust > Vignette to
focus on the centre of the image and
make text at the edges easier to read.

9Add effects
Double-tap some text and then tap 

Shadow. This will add a sharp shadow to 
the bottom right of the text. Use Angle, 
Blur and Opacity to, respectively, change 
the shadow’s position, soften the shadow, 
and strengthen the effect.
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Add text to photos APP STORE APPS

 HOW TO Add styled text to an image 



Angela Nicholson shows you how to 
use the best Photos extensions – and 

how to get pro-style results from them!
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2You want more?
In Photos, locate and open the

photo that you want to adjust, then tap
the Edit option in the top-right corner of
the screen. Once you’re in the editing
view, tap the icon that looks like three
dots in a circle (in the bottom-right
corner) to reveal and choose from any
activated extensions. Tap the ‘More’
icon at the right end of the row.

HOW TO Use extensions in the Photos app

3Switch ’em on
You’ll now see the list of installed 

apps that provide extensions for the 
Photos app. Switch on any you want to 
be able to access from the three dots 
icon in the previous step. Drag from the 
three lines to the right of an extension 
to reorder it in the list, so you can reach 
your favourites quickly. Tap Done, then 
tap an extension’s icon to use it.

1Download the app
First, grab the photo-editing app 

you’re going to use from the App Store. 
Once it’s installed on your device, you 
may need to open it and allow it to 
connect to Photos; if the app doesn’t 
immediately ask you for permission, tap 
whatever option it provides for browsing 
and opening items from Photos’ library 
and it should then ask for access.

Regardless of whether you take photos on 
your iPhone/iPad or with a pro-level DSLR, 
the camera isn’t psychic, and it can’t always 
produce exactly what you had in mind, so there 
are times when you need to do a little editing. 
There are also times when you need to fix 
errors, such as rotating to adjust a sloping 
horizon or brightening a shot that’s too dark. 
Or, perhaps you want to get a bit more creative 
by turning your image black and white and 
boosting its contrast to add atmosphere? 
There are plenty of really great apps for doing 
the job, with some offering one-click fixes or 
a selection of retro-style filters, and others 
that allow you to take manual control and make 
carefully measured adjustments.

A problem with many tools, however, is 
that you have to check the shot in Photos 
and decide what to do with it, then close it 

and track down the appropriate app before 
locating the image again and making the edits. 
If you use apps that provide extensions for the 
Photos app, you can access their tools within 
Photos and start editing right away, making it 
easier to use them, or mix their effects. Read 
on to discover more.

Improve your photos with 
these brilliant extensions

> THE EXTENSIONS YOU’LL NEED

> Fhotoroom Free

> LUCiD by Perfectly Clear £2.29

> MaxCurve – Curve image editor £2.99

> ProCam 3 - Manual Camera & Photo Editor £3.99

> Quick Mask – Easy Bluring [sic] Free

> SKEW £1.49



3Smoothly does it
LUCiD detects a subject’s ‘flaws’

and adjusts them automatically, but it’s
worth tweaking each of the settings
individually. The key controls for getting
skin looking good are Perfectly Smooth,
Blemish Removal and Shine Removal. 
Wrinkles and laughter lines becomes 
softer and skin starts to glow. Don’t 
overdo it, though. 

6 The eyes have it
Tap Eye Enhancements to open that 

panel. The controls here are fairly self-
explanatory. Take particular care with 
the Eye Enlarge option to avoid making 
your subject look like Gollum. The 
Catchlight control gives eyes a little 
sparkle that can really lift a portrait, 
while the Dark Circles feature brightens 
the areas under the eyes.

2Take a look
We all want to look good in

photographs, but it’s best to be subtle
with adjustments to avoid making skin
look artificial. Take a good look at your
photo and decide which areas require
work. If necessary, tap the target icon at
the bottom, then tap Beautify followed
by the Control icon then Portrait
Enhancements to view those controls.

5Make teeth gleam
Now to save a fortune in dentist

fees and use LUCiD’s Teeth Whitening
feature. Adjust the slider until the teeth 
look good. Frustratingly, tooth-detection 
is automatic, so it won’t always apply 
the effect where you want it. When it 
does correctly detect teeth, take care 
not to push the slider too far and make 
them glow unnaturally.

1Tweak the basics
Open LUCiD’s extension. Before you

adjust specific parts of the image, get
the general exposure, contrast and
saturation looking good. The easy way
is to tap the Fix! icon to apply automatic
adjustments, but to take more control,
tap the Control icon (which looks like
three sliders) at the bottom right, then
tap Corrections to access those options.

4Adjusting shape
The Face Contouring control can

make your subject look slimmer by
morphing the sides of their face inwards
to make the cheekbones more defined.
Adjust the slider to give the level of
effect that you want. It can be helpful
to tap the option at the bottom of the
screen to toggle the effect so you can
see the scale of the impact.

APP STORE APPS Easy pro photo editing
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 HOW TO Use Lucid to create perfect portraits



3Select the corners
Your image is now surrounded by a

frame with dots at its corners. The dot
at the top-left corner will be coloured
blue to indicate it’s selected. Simply tap
another corner once to select it instead.
To select an edge, tap the small box at
the centre of the edge line. Tapping the
box at the centre of the image selects
all four corners together.

6Crop to finish
Tap Done (top right) to confirm the

adjustments and then use Photos’ Crop
tool to get rid of any blank areas at the
image’s edges. Drag the corners or the
edges of the crop selection box to
exclude the blank spaces and create
a composition that you like. Tapping the
overlapping rectangles icon reveals 
aspect ratios for constraining the tool.

2Reach for the skew
Although it can’t work in full-

resolution mode as an extension, SKEW
is useful for fixing converging verticals,
flipping images, levelling horizons and
so on. To prevent a building looking like
it’s toppling over, the first step after
opening SKEW’s extension is to tap the
icon third from the right at the bottom
of the screen (a square).

5Drag it into shape
You may want to select the side

edges and drag them up or down to
correct other issues. Here we’ve made
the roof of the cathedral level by
dragging the right side down – this
couldn’t be achieved satisfactorily with
the level tool, because it rotates the
whole image. Once you’re happy, tap 
the green check mark at the top right.

1 What’s the problem?
When a camera is held at an angle to 

a building – tipped up or down, rather 
than perfectly straight-on –
a phenomenon known as ‘converging 
verticals’ occurs in the image. This is 
where the top of the building looks 
smaller than the bottom. Unless you’re 
using it for effect, images look better 
when it’s corrected.

4And… stretch
To correct converging verticals, 

select the top corners one at a time and 
drag them outwards so the top of the 
building looks the correct size relative
to the bottom. In many cases you’ll want 
to move the corners outwards without 
moving them up or down, so it can be 
useful to tap the arrows at the bottom 
of the screen to make fine adjustments.

Easy pro photo editing APP STORE APPS
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 HOW TO Use Skew to straighten buildings
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3Make some blacks
Here the default setting is zero, and

as you slide the control dot to the right
the image will get darker. If you want,
tap the check mark to apply the edit,
then open the Whitepoint tool to tweak
it, and return to the Blackpoint tool
again if needed. Soon, your image will 
be full of depth and contrast.

3 Colour adjustments
With Color Balance (the teardrop 

icon) selected, tapping on the red, green 
or blue dots lets you adjust that colour 
channel. Then, setting a positive value 
increases that channel’s visibility in the 
image, while a negative one increases 
the amount of their opposites: cyan, 
magenta and yellow, respectively.

2Create some white
Swipe the controls left to reach

Whitepoint and then tap it to reveal the
tool’s slider. By default, its value is set
to 100; slide the dot left to reduce the
value and lighten the image until the
brightest areas are white. Then tap the
check mark to reveal the main controls
and tap the Blackpoint icon.

2Drag to adjust
With the White Balance tool

selected, drag right on the scale to
apply a negative value and make the
image look cooler, or drag left to apply
a positive number and make the image
look warmer. As soon as you make an 
adjustment, an undo icon appears in 
place of the White Balance tool’s icon.

1Things look flat
Sometimes images look dull and 

washed out because they lack contrast, 
and the areas that should be black or 
white are actually grey. This can be 
improved dramatically using Fhotoroom
to set black and white points and boost
contrast. Open its extension, then tap 
the icon in the bottom-left corner.

1White balance
Some lighting conditions create

a colour cast, which you can correct in
ProCam 3’s White Balance tool. Open its 
extension, and tap the Control icon at 
the bottom-left corner of the screen. 
WB denotes White Balance, while the 
eyedropper is for Colour Balance, which 
is useful for more dramatic changes.

 HOW TO Add punchier contrast in Fhotoroom

 HOW TO Make whites and colours right in ProCam 3



3Make it mono
Open MaxCurve’s extension, then

tap the sun icon to access the ‘Lightness
Kit’. Scroll down to the bottom of the 
selection of graphs and then tap on the
one labelled Black&White to perform a
basic conversion and make the shot 
monochrome. The larger graph will now
show coloured peaks that represent the
colours that make up the original scene.

6 Tweak the contrast
If the image needs an adjustment to

its contrast, scroll up in the graph 
column (on iPhone, tap the grid icon to
get back to the graph list), then select
Contrast. Unlike most contrast tools, 
this one lets you target areas of specific
brightness. Raising the curve’s right end
increases the contrast of the highlights;
the left end increases shadows.

2Why use a curve?
There are lots of apps that can

convert a colour image to monochrome,
but few of them give you any control
over how the conversion is performed.
MaxCurve gives you the type of control
that professional photographers
demand, enabling you to adjust the
brightness and mix of the colours that
make up a scene.

5Shape the curve
Wherever you tap on the line

(or curve) of the graph, you create a 
new control point that you can drag up 
to brighten corresponding colours, or 
down to darken them. Experiment with 
adding more points and dragging them. 
To delete a point, tap it followed by the 
trash can icon. Use the Undo icon to 
cancel unwanted adjustments.

1Make a duplicate
Although you can undo changes 

you’ve made in Photos by tapping Edit 
followed by Revert, it’s a good idea to 
create a duplicate and work on that 
when making dramatic changes to an 
image. To do this, select the image in
Photos, then tap the Share icon in the 
toolbar, followed by the Duplicate option
in the bottom row of the Share sheet.

4Bend the line
You now have control over the 

brightness of the areas of each colour.
To darken the reds as we have here,
just tap the line near the red peak in
the histogram and drag it down. Areas 
that contain cyan (red’s opposite colour) 
will stay at their original brightness, but 
areas in-between red and cyan will be 
adjusted a little.

Easy pro photo editing APP STORE APPS
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 HOW TO Make pro-looking black and white in MaxCurve
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3Work the reds
Tap the curve near its right end and

drag it to the top so the brightest areas
go white and the highlights have a pink
note. Then drag the point at the bottom
of the curve up a little to inject a little
red into the darkest areas. Now add a
couple of points between the end points
and then drag them in opposite
directions to create a shallow ‘S’ shape.

6Finalise the contrast
As a final touch, tap the sun icon

to access the Lightness Kit and select
the Contrast graph. Add points to the
curve and drag them up to increase 
contrast and give the image a punchier 
appearance. Experiment with different 
points until you find a look you like – this 
is your creation, after all! Remember 
you can remove unwanted points.

2Use the curves
Tap MaxCurve’s overlapping circles

icon to access the RGB Kit, then tap the
Red graph. The histogram under the
curve represents the brightness of the
pixels that make up the image, with the
brightest ones at the right end and the
darkest at left. If you add a point on the
curve and drag it up, you increase the
amount of red in the image.

5Adjust the greens
Next, select the Green graph and

add a few points to drag up and down to
create a shallow ‘S’ shape, similar to the 
one you created for the reds. Dragging 
up will increase the amount of green in 
pixels at the relevant level of brightness, 
while dragging down removes green 
and adds magenta. Revisit each of the 
graphs in turn and tweak your changes.

1Cross what?
At one point it was popular to process 

print film as if it was slide film, and slide 
film like it was print film, to give images 
an alternative appearance. These days 
it’s easy to recreate the same effect 
digitally by manipulating an image’s 
colour curves. In Photos, you can 
achieve this appearance with the 
MaxCurve extension.

4Get the blues
Switch to the Blue graph, then drag 

the point at the far right of the curve 
down a little to take some blue out of 
the highlights. Doing this also injects 
some yellow into the highlights, because 
yellow is opposite blue in the colour
spectrum. Now drag the point at the 
other end of the curve up to put some 
blue into the shadows. 

 HOW TO Make a cross-processed look with MaxCurve
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3Save and repeat
Tap Done. Quick Mask saves a copy

of the image with the effect added. If
you want to apply more blur, open the
copy and edit it more, concentrating on
the areas further away from the subject.
Repeated treatments enable you to
build up the blur without having a harsh
leading edge where the mask ends.

3Now add a frame
Tap the picture frame icon at the

bottom of the screen to see available
options. There are many shapes on
offer, but it’s usually best to keep things
simple and use a rectangle. Next, decide 
whether to make the border white or 
black and drag the slider to the right to 
set the border’s size as you prefer.

2Paint your selection
With the Blur effect selected, paint

in the areas you want to blur using your
finger on the screen. Don’t go too close
to your main subject – vary the brush
size using the slider as necessary to
avoid this. Increase the strength of the
blur until it becomes visible just before
the edge of the effect’s mask.

2Darken the corners
Tap the Vignette icon to open that

tool, then drag the slider right to darken
the image’s corners. The amount you
need to apply depends upon the image
and the position of the subject; if it’s 
over to one side you’ll probably need to 
apply a little less than if it’s in the 
centre. Tap the check mark to apply.

1 Deselect any faces
Busy backgrounds can be very 

distracting, but you can make them less 
obvious by applying blur using Quick 
Mask. When it opens, the extension 
automatically detects and selects faces 
in an image – this is shown as a red
square around the face. Simply tap the
Deselect All option followed by Next.

1Flaws can be good
Technically, vignetting – also known

as corner shading – is created by a flaw 
in lenses and it’s often corrected 
automatically, but it can also be very 
attractive, helping to draw attention to 
your subject. In Fhotoroom’s extension, 
tap the control icon at the bottom left of 
the screen to see the available options. 

 HOW TO Make your subject stand out with Fhotoroom

 HOW TO Soften messy backgrounds with Quick Mask
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D
ownload the app for iOS or Mac and 
in just a few taps the Zeppelin is 
connected to your Wi-Fi network. 

Connecting over AirPlay is easy and you can 
link devices using Bluetooth. We saw virtually 
no startup lag over AirPlay, and no dropouts while 
moving around. The Zeppelin is capable of astonishing 
volume; bass is deep and rich, and mids and treble are crisp. 
The speaker sounds bigger than it has any right to, with fantastic clarity 
and accuracy. There’s no physical remote, but there are controls for 
playback, volume and Bluetooth pairing. An Ethernet port is provided, 
as well as a mini jack auxiliary input for connecting cabled audio devices.

Steljes Audio NS3
 £199  Steljes Audio, steljesaudio.co.uk

T
he Steljes Audio NS3 are a high-quality set 
of stereo speakers. Around the back of one 
speaker you’ll find RCA, 3.5mm and optical 

connectors. There’s Bluetooth streaming, and you can 
plug in your iOS device and charge it from the USB port. 
The sound is great for this price range – delicate enough 
to handle the acoustic warblings of Damien Rice, but with 
enough power and detail to blast out the multi-layered 
harmonics of Queen. The 90W output is more than 
enough to fill a room, and the bass is respectably full 
for desktop speakers that measure just 21cm high.

 The hottest products for your iPad

APPLE 
GEAR

Zeppelin Wireless
 £499  Bowers & Wilkins, bowers-wilkins.co.uk
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Osmo Starter Kit
 £98  Osmo, playosmo.com

A
pple’s Smart Keyboard connects to the iPad 
using the Smart Connector, so it draws power 
from the iPad, and doesn’t include the weight 

of an additional battery. The main letters are a good key size, 
with the most common punctuation at the edges, and modifier 
keys at the bottom. Typing is not the best experience, due to 
a combination of deadness in the thin fabric keys and lack 
of travel, but we found it highly accurate. We also found the 
“watching” position too vertical, and it doesn’t hold firm.

Apple Smart Keyboard
for 9.7-in iPad Pro

 £129  Apple, apple.com

T
he Osmo kit includes a small mirror which is 
placed over the front-facing camera, while the 
iPad sits in a base unit, slightly tilted back. The 

area in front of the child becomes a ‘playing field’, and 
through word, number and creative games a child can use 
their hands away from the touchscreen to engage with 
the educational games. The speedy camera recognition 
and forgiving accuracy of placement make it easy to use. 
In the Numbers game, for example, it takes a fraction of 
a second to add up the tiles, and they don’t need to be 
neatly arranged. Osmo is simple and fast, but many 
App Store learning apps go deeper for less cost.

Zhiyun Z1 Smooth-C
 £156  Zhiyun, zhiyun-tech.com

T
he Smooth-C features a built-in gimbal to keep 
your phone stable for video recording. Slot the 
phone into the cradle and it locks into position. 

One mode keeps the phone pointing forward; the other 
follows left/right movement. Two buttons enable up or 
down tilting. The results are brilliant, producing stunning 
4K smooth video, as if using a professional Steadicam. 
You can walk forward to zoom without shaking all over 
the place, and swoop around a subject in an even motion. 
Set up is slightly confusing, and recalibration was hazy, 
but the excellent results make up for these issues.
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